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Luxury Games Company Relaunches New Website
Its ‘Game On’ at Quantum Play as the luxury brand relaunches its high end website with a
spectacular new collection of designer games products that truly stand out from the crowd.
The premium collection of the world’s leading brands in modern gaming is brought together by
Quantum Play on its slick new platform, showcasing the most innovative designs that break away
from tradition and demand serious attention.
Setting a new tone for delivering bespoke and highly sought after Pool Tables, Foosball and PingPong Tables, Quantum Play has raised the stakes in delivering exceptional products and a personal
service to those who are seeking the very best that luxury gaming has to offer.
The sought after brands include Australian company Elite Innovations, who pioneered the Glass Pool
Table with their revolutionary G1, paving the way for a new approach to the modern games room.
And the French master craftsman, Toulet, who have a long history of producing some of the world’s
most unique and custom tables, including the curved Blacklight Pool Table and Blackball Foosball.
Adding style and flare are two of Italy's most iconic brands in gaming, the trend setting Teckell who
have delivered a breath taking collection of crystal foosball tables and recently introduced their new
crystal pool table - Lo Scuro. Adding to this impressive collection is the latest edition to Quantum
Play the exceptional Calma e Gesso with their flagship Filotto Pool table and complimenting
Lungolinea Ping-Pong Table, they are truly reinventing the classics with Italian craftsmanship of the
highest standard.
Quantum Play is the only company worldwide to bring together this suite of luxury brands.
With unparalleled custom options, these gaming products are designed to perfectly match your
interior, your personality and your lifestyle.
With an unrivalled collection of top brands, a discreet service, worldwide shipping and a dedicated
team of installers, Quantum Play is changing the rules and bringing to the table a new fusion of
bespoke design and gaming for their growing clientele worldwide, ensuring they are delivering
superior entertainment.
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